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General comments:

This paper describes and presents a unique data set which combines turbidity, total
Suspended matter (TSM), and radiometry (reflectance) extending from the visible to
the short wave infrared wavelenths up to 1300 nm. The measurements are from highly
turbid environments, with a range of TSM from 48 to 1400 mg/L, and in a few different
kinds of environments, to vary the other water properties. It is a unique data set, be-
cause of the radiometric measurements in the infrared, and should be very useful to
those working on both TSM algorithms, and atmospheric correction in turbid environ-
ments. The paper is well written and generally clear.
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I didn’t have any specific comments on the overall scientific questions, as always it
would be interesting to have more parameters with the data set (some sort of CDOM
parameter, scattering and absorption at visible wavelengths). But the data set as is,
will be very useful for those working in these types of environments.

Technical comments:

Page 1, line 27: I think it should be “. . ..because specialized optical. . ..

Page 2, line 13: I think it should be analyzes, rather than analyses. . .

Page 3, line 15: suggest “allow measurement of a large variation. . ..”

Page 3, line 16 and 17: rather than “verticality” and “horizontally”, how about vertical
orientation and horizontal orientation. . ..

Page 5: line 10 and 11: Figure 2 doesn’t show an ASD in black pointing at the spec-
tralon plaque.

Page 7, line 7: 5000 what? While the units maybe arbitrary, can you give the threshold
in terms of some percentage or in some way inform the reader as to how big a variation
5000 is in terms of Ed?

Page 7, line 12: What do you mean by “skylight is not completely white”? Why would
you expect it to be?

Page 7, line 28: space between “is” and “about”

Page 9, line 13: replace “while” with “and”

Page 12, line 14 and vicinity: TSM and T are in different units (mg/L and FNU). Why
would you expect a 1 to 1 line? The negative offset might be interesting, but I wouldn’t
expect a 1:1 line necessarily between two things with different units. . .

Page 13: figure 10, should have units for Turbidity (FNU).

Throughout, the figure captions could use some work to more fully explain the figures.
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At least the what the different panels are showing should be described in the caption, to
make them clearer without having to scramble through the paper. . .in which the order
is not necessarily always from a-e or whatever. . ..

Also, in the reflectance data, it would be helpful to have a separate column for wave-
length to make it easier to plot quickly. Probably picky, but easier than having to parse
out the wavelength from the column description. . ..
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